
RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, MALDA 

   CEN NO. 01/2019 ( NTPC Posts ) 

 

List of additional candidates called for 3RD Document Verification and Medical Examination 

   for the post in Pay Level-3 

 

  Further to the notice dated 02.03.2023 candidates bearing the following Roll Numbers have been 

provisionally shortlisted for 3rd Document Verification ( DV ) and Medical Examination further 

from the merit list in order to fill up the shortfall in empanelment of candidates for the post in Pay 

Level-3 due to absent, rejection, unfit in the prescribed Medical Standard etc. 

Date of DV :       24.03.2023           Reporting Time : 09.30 AM   ( 11 candidates ) 

231191270024961 231191220133872 231194190187580 231194220208490 231195260032402 

231194250194990 231195250022155 231195220050438 231192220228176 231193120137425 

231194120091965 11 candidates 

 

1) Block Date for the absentee, if any is  27.03.2023. 

2) SMS/ e-mail alerts are being sent to the candidates’ registered mobile/ e-mail ID for 

downloading their e-call letter from RRBs website. 

3) Candidates are requested to bring all the original certificates/ documents along with 02 ( two) 

sets of clear & legible self-attested photocopies each of the original certificates/ documents as 

per para 17.4 of CEN No. 01/2019. Further 06 ( six) passport size latest colour photographs also 

to be brought at the time of DV. Candidates are to bring 03 ( three)  copies of DV Call letter. 

4) Candidates may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent for Medical Examination at 

the nominated Railway Hospital located in the jurisdiction of RRBs on the next day of DV. 

Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for DV and Medical Examination. 

5) It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Document Verification does not entitle him/ 

her in any way to an appointment in the Railways. The candidature of all the candidates is 

provisional and is liable to be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or thereafter; in case of any 

discrepancy, inconsistency or deficiency in the document furnished by them or any malpractice 

on their part at any stage of the recruitment process. 

6) Failure to report on the given date and time will lead to rejection of the candidature and no 

further correspondence will be entertained in this regard. 

7) While every care has been taken in preparing the list, RRB reserves the right to rectify/ modify/ 

change any inadvertent error on typographically/ printing mistake. RRB regards inability to 

entertain any correspondence in this regard. 

8) Beware of touts who try to misguide candidates with fake promises of appointment for jobs on 

illegal consideration. RRB selections are based on Computer Based Test (CBT) and recruitment 

is based only on the merit of the candidates. 

 

Date 17.03.2023 

        Chairman, 

        Railway Recruitment Board, Malda 

                           

 

 

 


